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How to create an offer that sel ls itself
Day 4 Worksheet:

Choose your goal (spots sold in a program, income, set schedule/amount of time off, etc) 

Frame your offer (ie: a program that delivers ____ to _______) 

Ask 1-3 of your people what they want and need in terms of that offer. 

Use their language to put out some testing around what you’re offering. 

Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4

Examples:

"I’m putting together a small group of _____ who _____ to show them how to _______ so they can/don’t

_______. 

Just curious - would you be interested in that?"

"Raise your hand if you’re a ______ who wants to _______ (or DOESN’T want to ______) and you’re ready

to (outcome).

I’m putting together a small group of _____ who _____ to show them how to _______ so they can/don’t

_______.

Just curious- would you be interested in that?"

"If I could show you how to (specifically what they want), without (specifically what they don’t want), would

you be interested? Drop a comment below/ hit reply and say “YES!” if you’re interested in more info if I

decide to do this."

Take the most effective content and craft something in service of it: a video series,

instructional pdf or worship, a talk, a walk-through guide that teaches a piece of

what people who need your offer can use.

Step 5

Today’s homework is to take the feedback you’ve started getting, and USE it to frame the offer you have (if

you’re a few steps back and don’t have an offer yet, use it to sketch out the offer you want to build).

Post your first stab at your offer in a test format and I’ll give you feedback.

1.

2.

3.
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Is the topic one that your ideal client has expressed a need for, or raised their hand for when you

tested it?

Is it framed how THEY would say what they want/need/don’t want?

Have you tested it with your ideal peeps?

Does it solve a problem for them?

Does it include a next step to take (ie: join something you’re offering, buy something, grab a consult

with you, etc)?

Do you have some sort of nurture sequence set up FROM this thing they sign up for that continues

to serve them, allows them to get to know you?

Have you identified 10-20 people who can share this for you, communities who could feature it,

groups you could share it in?

Do you have ongoing social media set up to promote it?

Do you have time scheduled to analyze data coming in, and the ability to interpret what it means

about how your thing is working?

Are you regularly analyzing the data you’re getting and do you know how to make tweaks based on

feedback to make it more and more successful?

#Day4 with this work in the group!

Bonus Checklist for Your Lead Mag/Talk/Etc:
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